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Abstract
The bearing capacity and service life of a pavement are adversely affected by the presence of undrained water in the pavement layers. In cold winter climates, such as in Iowa, this problem is magnified further by the risk of frost damage when water is present. Therefore, wellperforming subsurface drainage systems form an important aspect of pavement design by the Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT). However, there was a need to determine the impacts of not maintaining the subdrain outlets on pavement performance in Iowa in light of the recent Iowa DOT field maintenance staff reductions and budget cuts and the implications on subdrain outlet maintenance. Consequently, a research study was initiated to conduct a performance review of primary interstate pavement subdrains in Iowa and determine the cause of the problem if there were drains that were not functioning properly. Field investigations were conducted on 64 selected (jointed plain concrete pavement and hot-mix asphalt) pavement sites during the 2012 fall season. The study was mainly focused on the drainage outlet conditions. Findings and observations based on an extensive literature review and forensic testing are discussed in this paper. Gate and mesh screen-type rodent guards are not recommended for Iowa subdrainage systems because they tend to catalyze outlet blockage and end up potentially doing more harm (i.e., requiring more frequent maintenance) than good (i.e., protection against rodent intrusion).
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Performance Evaluation of Roadway Subdrain Outlets in Iowa

Sungwhan Kim, Kasthurirangan Gopalakrishnan, Halil Ceylan, and Robert F. Steffes

The bearing capacity and service life of a pavement are adversely affected by the presence of undrained water in the pavement layers. In cold winter climates, such as in Iowa, this problem is magnified further by the risk of frost damage when water is present. Therefore, well-performing subsurface drainage systems form an important aspect of pavement design by the Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT). However, there was a need to determine the impacts of not maintaining the subdrain outlets on pavement performance in Iowa in light of the recent Iowa DOT field maintenance staff reductions and budget cuts and the implications on subdrain outlet maintenance. Consequently, a research study was initiated to conduct a performance review of primary interstate pavement subdrains in Iowa and determine the cause of the problem if there were drains that were not functioning properly. Field investigations were conducted on 64 selected (jointed plain concrete pavement and hot-mix asphalt) pavement sites during the 2012 fall season. The study was mainly focused on the drainage outlet conditions. Findings and observations based on an extensive literature review and forensic testing are discussed in this paper. Gate and mesh screen-type rodent guards are not recommended for Iowa subdrainage systems because they tend to catalyze outlet blockage and end up potentially doing more harm (i.e., requiring more frequent maintenance) than good (i.e., protection against rodent intrusion).

The detrimental effects of water in pavement structures are known to cause and accelerate distresses in portland cement concrete (PCC) and hot-mix asphalt (HMA) pavements. The presence of subsurface drainage systems is generally believed to be beneficial to the performance of both PCC and HMA pavements. Iowa subgrade soils, in general, are fine grained and have low permeability and poor drainage quality by AASHTO standards: less than 10 ft per day (<5 in./h). Iowa also receives more than 20 in. of precipitation in a year and is considered a wet climate. Considering all this, lack of subsurface drainage systems in Iowa pavements can lead to potential saturation of subgrades and subbases for long periods of time (1).

Previous studies have reported that properly designed, constructed, and maintained pavements that incorporate positive subsurface drainage features can greatly extend the life of a pavement. However, controversial findings are also reported in the literature (2–6) about the benefits of subsurface drainage. For instance, Hassan et al., reporting on Indiana Department of Transportation’s (DOT) subdrainage experience, concluded that “an improperly designed, constructed, or maintained subdrainage system can cause more problems than it solves” (2). Similarly, the Mechanistic–Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) developed through the NCHRP Project 1-37A (5), which has now evolved into AASHTOWare Pavement ME Design, states that “the current state of the art is such that conclusive remarks regarding the effectiveness of pavement subsurface drainage or the need for subsurface drainage are not possible.”

In light of the recent Iowa DOT field maintenance staff reductions and budget cuts and the associated implications on subdrain outlet maintenance, there was a need to determine the impacts of not maintaining the subdrain outlets on pavement performance in Iowa. The goal was also to determine if there are pavements in Iowa exhibiting moisture-related distress or failure that can be attributed to poor subdrain performance and to investigate whether the poor subdrain performance is caused by improper design, construction, or maintenance. As a first step, a forensic testing and evaluation study was undertaken to review the field performance of primary interstate pavement subdrains in Iowa and to determine the cause of the problem if there were drains that were not functioning properly.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The specific objectives of this study were to (a) conduct an extensive performance review of primary interstate pavement subdrains in Iowa, (b) include the condition of the drains and a determination of whether they were functioning as designed, (c) evaluate a corresponding pavement to determine if pavement deterioration was occurring at the drain locations, (d) determine the cause of the problem if there were drains that were not functioning properly, and (e) make recommendations for improvements to the pavement drainage system, when appropriate. It is important to note that this research study was not intended to investigate whether or not Iowa pavements need subdrains, but to evaluate the subsurface drainage practices in Iowa.
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First, an extensive literature review was performed covering national-level and state-level research studies mainly focusing on the effects of subsurface drainage on performance of concrete and asphalt pavements. Several studies concerning the effects of RCA or RPCC subbase on PCC pavement drainage systems were also reviewed. Second, a detailed forensic test plan was developed in consultation with the Iowa DOT engineers for inspecting and evaluating the Iowa pavement subdrains. Field performance investigations were then conducted on 64 selected [jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP) and HMA] pavement sites during the fall season of 2012 and were mainly focused on the drainage outlet conditions.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

A comprehensive literature review was performed covering national-level and state-level research studies. Ceylan et al. summarized the subsurface drainage investigation procedures and findings reported by these studies (8). A discussion of significant findings relevant to this study is presented in the following subsections.

**National-Level Research Studies**

This section mainly focuses on a review of the NCHRP 1-34X projects that were carried out between 1998 and 2007. The NCHRP Project 1-34, Performance of Subsurface Pavement Drainage, was one of the first and extensive national-level studies undertaken to evaluate the overall effect of subsurface drainage of surface infiltration water on the performance of flexible (HMA) and rigid (PCC) pavements, as well as the specific effectiveness of permeable base and associated edge drains, traditional dense-graded bases with and without edge drains, and retrofitted surface drainage on existing pavements (9). Based on an extensive body of field data obtained through 1998, the following key questions were addressed through this research: (a) do the various subsurface drainage design features contribute to improved flexible and rigid pavement performance?; and (b) are the subsurface drainage design features cost-effective and under what conditions?

On the basis of the previous studies on the impact of subsurface drainage, performance comparisons between drained and nondrained experimental sections included in NCHRP Project 1-34, and distress predictions from mechanistic–empirical models, several findings were drawn. A significant finding from this study was that the benefits of subsurface drainage must be considered along with the potential of design-, construction-, or maintenance-related problems associated with it. The positive effect of the drainage feature may become negated if the subsurface drainage system fails to function properly over the pavement service life (3).

The findings of NCHRP Project 1-34 were limited by a number of conditions, including small sample size, the young age of the majority of the test sections considered in the analysis, and the lack of data and resources on the functional condition of the subsurface drainage systems. To evaluate the unexpected findings reported by NCHRP Project 1-34 further, the NCHRP panel established subsequent projects 1-34B, 1-34C, and 1-34D.

Under NCHRP Project 1-34C, a detailed plan was developed to quantify the effects of subsurface drainage on pavement performance on the basis of statistical analyses of Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) Specific Pavement Study 1 (SPS-1) and Specific Pavement Study 2 (SPS-2) data, and the extensive results and findings were published as NCHRP Report 499 (4). Apart from the data from the LTPP SPS-1 and SPS-2 experiments, the findings from the video inspection of edge drains at the SPS-1 and SPS-2 sites conducted during the course of the project to determine their functionality were also included in the analysis.

In an effort to better define the effect of subsurface drainage on pavement performance following Project 1-34C, the NCHRP Project 1-34D was undertaken with the following specific objectives: to quantitatively test the functionality of the subsurface drainage features in the LTPP SPS-1 and SPS-2 pavement sections and to refine the relationships between subsurface drainage and pavement performance that were developed originally through Projects 1-34 and 1-34C. The final report documenting the entire research effort was published as NCHRP Report 583 (6).

The NCHRP Project 1-34D made use of the more recent performance data from LTPP Data Release 19.0 (January 2005), analysis of falling weight deflectometer deflection data to assess the relative structural contributions of different base types, and subsurface system flow time measurements to assess how well the subsurface drainage systems function. In addition, data from the Minnesota Road (MnRoad) Research Project and Wisconsin DOT drainage studies were included in the analysis. Further, regression analysis was employed to address the larger question of how much does the base and subbase drainage factor of the SPS-1 and SPS-2 experimental designs influence pavement performance (roughness) compared with other experimental factors and site features?

The overall conclusion from NCHRP Project 1-34D seemed to indicate that the presence of subsurface pavement drainage did not improve the performance of HMA (LTPP SPS-1) and PCC (LTPP SPS-2) pavement structures. It is not the drainability of the base layers, but the stiffness, which, according to the authors (6), influenced deflection response, roughness, rutting, faulting, and cracking. However, the authors do recommend considering the need for a subsurface drainage system at sites with wet climates and poorly draining soils, particularly for pavement designs that are more vulnerable to moisture-related distress, such as thin asphalt and thin concrete pavements on untreated aggregate base layers (6).

**State-Level Research Studies**

Hassan et al. covered the most recent applications of pavement subdrainage in Indiana (2). They focused primarily on summarizing two previous research studies (10, 11) as well as ongoing long-term research efforts to address issues related to use of subdrainage in Indiana, especially the question of the optimum location and combination of base layers. On the basis of these research efforts, several modifications to Indiana DOT subsurface drainage policy were implemented, including the implementation of a routine subdrain inspection and maintenance program and a proposal to replace precast concrete outlet protectors with larger cast or in-place concrete pads or pillows to help locate the outlet pipes more easily and to prevent vegetation from growing up around the outlets.

In Minnesota, Canelon and Nieber evaluated both edge drains and centerline drains at various depths (2 and 4 ft) to determine if centerline drainage systems are an effective alternative to edge drains (12). Select draining sections were also inspected for calcification deposits (tufa) in an effort to determine the extent to which the material leaching through recycled concrete aggregate cements and obstructs the flow into the drain. On the basis of data collected over a 2-year period, statistical analysis, and finite element
analysis of the drainage configurations, a number of observations were made. Contrary to expectations, drainage lines that showed high levels of carbonate deposits were not in sections with recycled concrete aggregates. The researchers did not provide further insight into this except to state that carbonate sands in those locations may have led to this observation. There was no strong evidence between moisture readings (measured using an electromagnetic instrument) and pavement distress.

In conjunction with the study carried out by Canelon and Nieber (12), a subsurface drainage manual for Minnesota pavements was also developed, taking into account the variability of the soils, hydrology, and climate of the state (13). The manual includes methods for evaluating the need for subsurface drainage in Minnesota pavements, the selection of the type and design of the drainage system, guidelines on the construction and installation of subsurface drainage, proper maintenance of a drainage system, and methods for conducting an economic analysis of subsurface drainage.

Bhattacharya et al. discussed a recently completed study by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) to evaluate the performance of edge drain systems placed along PCC pavements in California and made recommendations to improve their performance (14). Over the years, a wide range of subsurface drainage designs have been constructed in California from retrofit drains to full subdrainage systems. However, it was later found that many of these drainage systems became ineffective because of design deficiencies, materials used, construction errors, and especially lack of maintenance. A total of 24 projects in 15 counties were surveyed and nine were selected for further evaluation by excavating the shoulder. Field investigations revealed that fewer than 30% of the evaluated edge drains, which were generally in the areas of higher rainfall, were operating in an acceptable manner. The majority of the remaining sites revealed little or no maintenance and the drain pipes were clogged with soil from both roadbed drainage and the shoulder area. The lack of end wall protection further exacerbated the clogging of outlet pipes. However, in many of the pavement sections, no significant correlation was found between observed pavement distresses and clogged edge drains, probably because of recent pavement rehabilitation activities by Bhattacharya et al. (14).

**Effect of RPCC Base and Subbase on Concrete Pavement Drainage**

The use of RPCC, RCA, and crushed concrete (often used interchangeably although they have specific definitions with respect to the source) as replacements for virgin aggregates in the unbound base and subbase layers of concrete pavements has been a common practice in the United States for many years (15). However, field investigations carried out by different state highway agencies have raised concerns on the deposit of RPCC-associated fines and precipitate and their role in reducing the capacity of subsurface drainage systems. Snyder and Bruinsma reviewed several published as well as unpublished field studies concerning the effects of RPCC bases on PCC pavement drainage (16).

In Iowa, RPCC has been used in concrete pavement subbase for about 30 years. Previous field investigations revealed that this led to the formation of tufa blocking subdrains, reducing the subbase permeability, damaging the vegetation nearby the drain outlets, and sometimes causing pavement shoulders to erode (7, 17, 18). A survey conducted by Gupta and Kneller on the Ohio DOT use of slag and RCA as subbase aggregates and related tufa problems revealed that not all RPCC subbase aggregates produced tufa and it was not clear why tufa precipitation did not occur on all sites using an RPCC subbase (19). In addition, previous studies indicate that calcite precipitates do not form with the use of natural aggregates such as gravel and crushed limestone, but with the use of RCA in the base and subbase (7, 18).

Several studies in the past have focused on investigating the conditions favorable for tufa formation when using RPCC, slags, or both in concrete pavement subbases, especially considering free lime as a chemical component to produce tufa. A study by Narita et al. suggested that slags containing more than 1% free lime were likely to produce tufa (20). Another study by Gupta and Dollimore led to the recommendation that the use of RPCC should be limited to coarse sizes to prevent the formation of tufa and that the RPCC used in base and subbase layers should have a magnesium-to-calcium ratio lower than 0.6 (21). Bruinsma et al. reported the residence time of pore water in RPCC subbase layers to be critical in controlling the tufa precipitate formation (22). Previous study findings suggest that tufa deposits are produced primarily from reactions between calcium hydroxide and other calcium-based compounds in Portland cement paste of RCA, and carbon dioxide dissolved in water (18).

On the basis of an extensive review of several field studies conducted in Minnesota, Michigan, and Ohio concerning the effects of RPCC on PCC pavement drainage systems, Snyder and Bruinsma reported the following findings and recommendations (16):

- The use of RPCC in PCC base and subbase, irrespective of gradation, produces precipitate. The amount of precipitate appears to be related directly to the quantity of RPCC fines (#4-minus).
- Although selective grading (to eliminate fines) or blending with virgin aggregates will reduce the precipitation potential significantly, it will not eliminate it completely.
- The potential for accumulation of fine material deposits in and around pavement drainage systems can be reduced by washing the RPCC before using it in pavement foundation layers.
- The permittivity of typical drainage filter fabrics is reduced significantly by precipitate and insoluble residue accumulations resulting from the use of RPCC.
- To prevent corrosion of rodent guard screens from the use of RPCC, they should be fabricated from plastic or other corrosion-resistant materials.
- The use of the calcium ion concentration test (recommended by the Michigan DOT) may be a good test to determine the precipitate potential of RPCC products.
- The use of larger-diameter drainpipes that are either unwrapped or wrapped in filter fabrics with high initial permittivity is recommended.

**FORENSIC TESTING**

**Site Selection**

Pavement sites for forensic testing and evaluation were selected in consultation with the Iowa DOT engineers representing a variety of geographical locations, different pavement thicknesses, ranges of age and traffic, typical JPCP base and subbase layer composition (RPCC and virgin aggregate), ranges of pavement distress severities, and only JPCPs and HMA pavements designed and constructed after 1990 (i.e., the Iowa DOT was interested in actionable research
Field Investigation Methodology

Field investigations were conducted on 64 selected (JPCP and HMA) pavement sites during the fall season (October to November) of 2012. It is important to note that 2012 happened to be a drought year for Iowa and the precipitation during October and November 2012 ranged between 1 and 3 in.

Given that the drainage outlet visibly manifests the functionality of the entire drainage system and is related to most subdrainage problems, field investigations were focused on assessment of outlet condition. At least three drainage outlet spots per selected site (representing start, middle, and end of section) were investigated. The consideration for selection of each spot was based on vegetation condition near the drainage outlet, pavement distress condition, and ease of access to the outlet spot (without traffic control). Note that poor vegetation condition surrounding the drain outlet was considered as evidence of poor drainage performance. On the basis of the recommendations from the Iowa DOT and district maintenance engineers on problematic drainage sites, investigations were carried out every mile on some sites, such as I-80 in Cedar County and US-151 in Jones County. A total of 371 spots were investigated with respect to the selected JPCP and HMA pavement sites.

Most of the inspection took place on the right side of the roadway. The survey crew traveled in a car or a minitruck with a beacon light and stopped on the shoulder when needed for drainage inspection and the corresponding visual distress survey of pavements. At some spots, the outlets were covered by dirt, debris, soil, and other vegetation that had to be cleaned out by using hand tools for inspection. A template drainage inspection report, incorporating the following items, was prepared and used during field inspections:

- Location of outlet spot inspected,
- Types and size of outlet pipe,
- Condition of outlet opening,
- Screen present and type,
- Outlet maker present,
- Water present and condition (staying or moving) inside drain,
- Tufa or dead zone present (yes or no),
- Embankment slope condition, and
- Additional observation.

Among these items, the condition of the outlet opening was rated for percentage of blockage caused by coarse or fine materials accumulation. For instance, a drain outlet whose bottom semicircular area was blocked with debris or soil received a 50% outlet blockage rating. Any pavement distresses observed near inspected drainage spots were also recorded (pictures and videos).

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

The findings and results from field investigations are discussed here with a primary focus on subdrainage outlet conditions and pavement distress assessment near subdrainage outlet locations.

**Subsurface Drainage Outlet Conditions**

Figure 1a illustrates a damaged subsurface drainage outlet pipeline among the ones that were investigated. A damaged condition was
reported during the field survey when an outlet pipe was broken or deformed. The forensic testing revealed that less than 20% of the investigated JPCP drainage outlet pipes were damaged, while less than 10% of HMA pavement drainage outlet pipes were damaged (see Figure 1b).

Typical drainage outlet conditions observed during field investigation include the following (see Figure 2): (a) no blockage (open), (b) tufa blockage, (c) sediment blockage, and (d) soil or aggregate blockage. No blockage was reported when the inside outlet pipe was in very clean condition. Tufa blockage was reported when there was buildup of calcium carbonate observed either inside the outlet pipe or near rodent guard screens. Tufa blockage was only observed in JPCP containing RPCC base materials. Sediment blockage was reported when dirty or debris materials were deposited inside the outlet pipe or nearby rodent guard screens. Soil blockage was reported when an end of the outlet was not exposed outside but covered by soil or aggregate.

Figure 3 presents distributions of four drainage outlet condition categories in the investigated Iowa roadway sections. About 35% of the investigated outlets in JPCPs and 60% of outlets in HMA pavements were not blocked by any materials. About 35% of outlets in JPCPs were blocked by tufa, about 17% were blocked by sediment, and about 14% were blocked by soil deposits. However, most of the blocked outlets in HMA pavements were blocked by soil deposits. Only 2% of outlets in HMA pavements were blocked by sediment.

Figure 4a presents distributions of drainage outlet conditions with respect to JPCP base and subbase aggregate material types. Note that frequency values presented in Figure 4a were normalized according to each aggregate type rather than all aggregate types. As seen in this figure, tufa formation and drain outlet blockage were observed mainly in JPCP with RPCC subbase materials. Few drain outlets with tufa blockage were observed in JPCP with blended RPCC and virgin aggregate subbase materials.

Figure 4, b and c, presents blockage rates of drainage outlet conditions in JPCPs and HMA pavements, respectively. Note that frequency values in this figure were based on all outlet samples of each investigated pavement type. As seen in the figure, at higher blockage rates, JPCP drain outlets are blocked primarily by tufa rather than soil and sediment. However, irrespective of the blockage rate, the HMA pavement subdrainage outlets are blocked primarily by soil. Higher outlet blockage rates lead to slower discharge of water. However, higher blockage rates do not always stop the water from passing through the outlet.
flowing from inside of the outlet pipe to outside of it, unless the outlet is completely blocked (i.e., 100% blockage rate).

Rodent guards have been used in Iowa pavements to keep mice, rats, and other small rodents from entering subdrains. The two types of rodent guards used in Iowa are mesh screen and fork-shaped ones. Only one drainage spot was observed as having rodent evidence during the field investigation in spite of the dry fall season. In light of the significant blockage caused by tufa or sediment in many of the investigated drain outlets, further complicated by the presence of rodent guards, the question of whether or not Iowa DOT should be using rodent guards has become a moot point. The mesh screen-type rodent guards in some drainage outlets, as shown in Figure 5, is causing clogging with tufa or sediment by filtering the flow of water. Removal of the rodent guards, as shown in Figure 5, often prevents this clogging problem.

Pavement Distress Assessments Near Subsurface Drainage Outlets

Among the investigated sites, no pavement surface distress was observed on more than 90% of the spots (irrespective of the blockage rate) for both JPCP and HMA pavement types. It is important to note that the pavement sites included in the site selection were all constructed after 1990. The distress types observed in JPCP are transverse cracking, longitudinal cracking, and corner cracking. The only relevant distress observed for HMA pavement is transverse cracking.

Contrary to engineering experience, most surface distresses were observed near open subsurface drainage outlet spots rather than blocked ones. The investigated JPCP sites with blocked outlet spots were constructed from 1990 to 2007 with PCC thicknesses ranging from 9 to 13 in. and AADTT ranging from 579 to 13,264. The JPCP sites with open outlet spots have similar ranges of pavement age, PCC thickness, and AADTT. The investigated HMA sites with both blocked and opened outlet spots were constructed from 1998 to 2006 with HMA thicknesses ranging from 9 to 15 in. and AADTT ranging from 738 to 1,730. No surface distresses were observed on blocked outlets in JPCP and little surface distress was observed on blocked outlets in HMA. Only one blocked outlet spot in HMA had transverse cracking. On the contrary, transverse cracking was observed on pavement surfaces near open subsurface drainage outlet spots for both pavement types. Transverse cracking was observed near several culverts rather than drainage outlet spots. On the basis of the limited data (especially with respect to pavement age) collected during this study under unusually dry precipitation conditions, no significant conclusion could be drawn about the effect of drainage outlet conditions on the development of moisture-related pavement distresses.

Rather than surface distresses, more shoulder distresses (shoulder drop or cracking), as shown in Figure 6, were observed near blocked or damaged drainage outlet spots. The frequency of outlet spots with observed shoulder distress under opened and blocked outlet conditions was compared. It was found that more than 10% of the blocked drainage outlet spots have shoulder distresses, while only 2% among opened drainage outlets have shoulder distresses.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The goal of this research study was not to investigate whether Iowa pavements need subdrains or not, but rather to conduct an extensive performance review of primary interstate pavement subdrains in
FIGURE 5  Subsurface drainage outlet conditions: (a) with mesh screen guard, I-29 north, Milepost 64.45 (top) and I-80 west, Milepost 56.72 (bottom) and (b) without mesh screen guard, I-80 west, Milepost 103.95.

FIGURE 6  Observations near Iowa JPCR blocked drainage outlet, at I-80 west, Milepost 48.30 (left) and at I-29 north, Milepost 70.84 (right): (a and b) shoulder dropping and cracking, (c) blocked outlets, and (d) blocked outlets and damaged outlets.
Iowa and to determine the cause of the problem if there are drains that are not functioning properly. The major conclusions drawn from the study, which included an extensive literature review as well as field investigation, are as follows:

• Most Iowa subsurface drainage system outlet blockage is caused by tufa, sediment, and soil.
• More than 80% of drainage outlets in JPCP were not damaged, while less than 20% were damaged. For HMA pavements, less than 10% of drainage outlets were broken.
• About 35% of outlets in JPCP and 60% of outlets in HMA pavements were not blocked by any materials. About 35% of outlets in JPCP were blocked by tufa, about 17% were blocked by sediment, and about 14% were blocked by soil deposits. However, most of the blocked outlets in HMA pavements were blocked by soil deposits. Only 2% of outlets in HMA pavements were blocked by sediment.
• Higher blockage rates reduce the flow rate of water inside outlet pipes. However, higher blockage rates do not always stop water flowing from inside the outlet pipe to outside the outlet pipe unless the outlet is completely blocked (100% blockage).
• The use of gate or mesh screen-type rodent guards has the potential to cause outlet blockage. Considering that very little rodent evidence was observed in Iowa subdrainage outlets during field investigations, it is highly recommended that these rodent guards be removed from existing outlets and not be used to cover the newly installed drainage outlets in Iowa in the future.
• The use of RPCC as a subbase material results in tufa formation, which is the primary cause of drainage outlet blockage in JPCP. However, those JPCP spots that utilized blended RPCC and virgin aggregate materials as subbase materials experienced fewer outlet blockages from tufa formation.
• On the basis of the limited data (especially with respect to pavement age) collected during this study under unusually dry precipitation conditions, no significant conclusion could be drawn regarding the effect of drainage outlet conditions on development of moisture-related pavement distresses.
• Little or no pavement surface distresses observed at blocked outlet sites does not lead to the conclusion that Iowa pavements do not need any subdrains or subdrain outlet maintenance. This study investigated only those pavement sites with a subdrain system. The presence of a subdrain system alone is sufficient for water to somehow find its way out of the pavement system unless the outlet is completely blocked. Note that pavement failures in Iowa have been reported on roadways without any subdrain system.
• Shoulder distresses (shoulder drop or cracking) were observed near blocked drainage outlet spots. Among blocked drainage outlet spots, more than 10% have shoulder distresses, while, among opened drainage outlet spots, only 2% have shoulder distresses.
• It is expected that the use of a drain outlet protection mechanism, such as a splash pad mechanism used in nearby states, will be highly helpful in protecting and improving the performance of Iowa subdrains.

On the basis of these findings and recommendations, an expanded follow-up research study was recently initiated by the Iowa DOT to evaluate the seasonal variation effects (dry fall versus wet spring, summer, etc.) on subdrain outlet condition and performance; investigate the condition of composite pavement subdrain outlets (which was not included in this current study since most composite pavements in Iowa were constructed before 1990); examine the effect of resurfacing, widening, and rehabilitation on subdrain outlets; and investigate the characteristics of tufa formation in Iowa subdrain outlets.
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